ACADEMIC STANDING
GOAL

Student is not on academic warning or probation in maintaining satisfactory academic progress.

WARNING

A sub-set of GOAL: Student's most recent academic performance has been unsatisfactory or the overall average is below the minimum required.

PROBATION

Student's most recent academic performance has been unsatisfactory or the overall average has continued to be below the minimum required.

REVIEW

Student who normally would be dropped from the College due to academic deficiencies but appears to the need not to have completed the term. Student cannot be enrolled or reviewed status.

SUSPENSION

Student has been dropped from the College due to academic deficiencies.

DEANS LIST/ FELLOWSHIP HONORS

Dean's List: 3.0 grade point average for term with no incomplete grades and a full load taken on letter grade basis. Academic Honors: 4.0 grade point average for term with no incomplete grades or withdrawals and a full load taken on letter grade basis.

TRANSFER CREDIT

In general, a grade of "C" or better is required before transfer credit is awarded. Courses transferred from another institution are recorded at the equivalent Georgia Tech course and the grades are not recorded.

GRADUATE CREDIT

SUBJ - Subject Code
NO - Course Number
C - Campus (A - Atlanta Campus)
F - Full credit (no registrar's fees charged)
TITLE - Course Title
CRD - Credit Hours
GRD - Grade
PTS - Quality Points
R - Indicates course has been repeated.
RECORD NUMBERS
P - Included in earned hours and GPA
I - Included in earned hours and GPA
A - Included in GPA, but not earned hours
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